
The players (hyperlinked to descriptions below): 

Elder Abuser:   Michele Giacomazza 
Victims:  Harry Mansdorf, Mildred Mansdorf and Norman Mansdorf 
Victims Attorneys: Ari Lorin Markow, Robert Mullen, Paul Orloff, John C. Torjesen, Kevin 

MacNamara and Howard Bromberg 
Instigators:  Rufus Rhoades and Richard Percell 
Plaintiff:  Janice McClanahan 
Plaintiff’s counsels: Thomas Cacciatore, Timothy Sottile and David M. Marcus 
Judges: Irving S. Feffer, Richard P. Argento, John P. Shook, Abraham S. 

Khan, Matthew St. George and Carolyn B. Kuhl. 
 

The Cases: 
Marylin Mansdorf v. Rufus Rhoades, et al. 
BC316011 
Janice McClanahan v. Harry Mansdorf, et al 
BC363659 
Harry Mansdorf v. Michele Giacomazza, et al 
BC385946 
 

DETAILED STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 
Between 1967 and 2003, Lee Mansdorf1 was the Trustee of the Mansdorf Family Trust, 

(“MFT”), and the one who dealt with most of the business of the MFT and the real estate 

holdings.  Lee died on June 27, 2003.   

Sister Mildred and Brothers Norman, Harry survived Lee.  Mildred was almost 90 years 

old at the time of Lee’s death.  Norman suffered from advanced Parkinsons Disease, and was 

confined to his room.  Harry was over 80 years old, with blurred vision, heart problems, and was 

unable to walk due to injuries received while fighting in World War II.  Harry was required to 

care for his surviving siblings and manage the Trust as the Successor Trustee.  

A few days after Lee’s death, Michele Giacomazza, (“Giacomazza”) contacted Harry 

claiming he was a fried of Lee’s and Lee owed him $7 million over a loan Giacomazza had 

secured with some unspecified property.  Harry’s attorney researched and called it a scam.  A 

week later Giacomazza was back, threatening to make Harry look like Lee if he did not pay.  

Giacomazza is 20 years younger than Harry, and is described in excerpts from his 2007 medical 

                                                            
1 There were five Mansdorf siblings, Lee, Fred, Norman, Harry and their sister Mildred. Fred 
died 15 or 20 years before this litigation began. The individual Mansdorfs are referred to by their 
first names for the sake of clarity, not out of disrespect. 



records as “well-built” and “’mildly psychotic.’”  Giacomazza’s threat’s of physical harm made 

Harry fear for his own and his siblings’ safety.   

Late 2003, while Giacomazza was beginning his reign of terror over Harry, Norman and 

Mildred, Harry was directed by the then-trust-attorney Rufus Rhoades to request a woman 

named Janice McClanahan to deed property2 back to the MFT which Lee put her name on to pay 

Lee’s death taxes.  Rufus Rhoades also informed McClanahan that he believed her name was on 

some property. 

In reality, McClanahan never owned the property, and this was a ruse by Rufus to trick 

Harry into believing McClanahan did own this property.  In reality, Harry, as Trustee of the 

MFT, held title to these properties since the 80s, and paid the taxes on the property.   

Now Rufus Rhoades engages Harry Mansdorf in a complicated, multi-document escrow 

sale of the four parcels of property for $600,000 plus a $500,000 promissory note, (which was 

never paid), involving the same property allegedly just transferred from Janice McClanahan to 

Harry Mansdorf, but Harry Mansdorf's family trust always owned the property, Janice 

McClanahan never owned it, and RUFUS RHOADES KNEW THIS.  The documents in 2003 are 

as follows: 

1.  A reconveyance from Cal-Trans, with the legal description of parcel 009, but with 
parcels 009, 040, 041 and 042 listed on the face page; 
Date of Doc: March 13, 1996 
Notary Date: March 15, 1996 
Recording Date:  December 31, 2003 - Document Number: 2003-3912317 
 

2. McClanahan’s grant deed, (for parcels 040 and 041), (which Harry already owned 
and was paying the taxes on); 
Date of Doc: December 19, 2003 
Notary Date: December 22, 2003 
Recording Date: December 31, 2003 - Document Number: 2003-3912318 

 
3. A grant deed from Whitebird, Inc., (for parcel 009 again) - the same parcel from Cal-

Trans; 
Date of Doc: December 19, 2003 
Notary Date: December 22, 2003 
Recording Date: December 31, 2003- Document Number: 2003-3912319 

 

                                                            
2 For ease of reference, the property, consisting of four parcels, will be referred to by parcel 
numbers as follows: 009, 040, 041 an 
d 042. 



4. A grant deed from Harry to one Glen McMilin of 009, 040, 041 and 042; 
Date of Doc: December 5, 2003 
Notary Date: December 9, 2003 
Recording Date:  - Document Number: 2003-3912320 

 
5. A deed of trust from Glen McMilin to Harry in the amount of $500,000; 

Date of Doc: December 5, 2003 
Notary Date: December 17, 2003 
Recording Date: - Document Number: 2003-3912321 

 
6. An assignment of deed of trust from Harry to “Chalky3” of 90% and to “Evans4” of 

10%; 
Date of Doc: December 5, 2003 
Notary Date: December 11, 2003 
Recording Date: January 2, 2004 – Document Number: 2004-0001379 
 

Richard Percell obtained $146,000 from the 2003 escrow through his company titled, 

“IMAGE N’ THIS, INC.” a Nevada corporation, (now dissolved). 

Worse, in 2004, Whitebird, Inc. again recorded another grant deed from itself to Harry, 

involving three of the four parcels above - 040, 041 and 042.  The records regarding these few 

parcels are a mess, to say the least. 

What is clear is that any claim that McClanahan owned 041 and 041, then transferred her 

rights in that property Harry are false in fact. 

The McClanahan grant deed is dated December 19, 2003, signed by McClanahan, was 

recorded in the LA county recorder’s office, and purports to grant 040 and 041 from 

McClanahan to Harry, Trustee of the “Lee Mansdorf Family Revocable Trust, dated July 13, 

2001.”   

There is not now, nor has there ever been a “Lee Mansdorf Family Revocable Trust” of 

any date and McClanahan did not own these two parcels.  Thus, the claimed “grant” from 

McClanahan to Harry was actually a nullity, granting and transferring nothing, from every way 

possible – a non-owner Grantor and a non-existent Grantee.   

After this flurry of false transfers, March 8, 2004, the Estate of Lee Mansdorf was opened 

in LASC Case No. BP084500, and on May 17, 2004, an Order Determining Ownership of the 

                                                            
3 John A. Chaky, Trustee of the John A. Chaky defined benefit plan, to an undivided 90% 
interest. 
4 Thomas H. Evans and Erma M. Evans, Husband and Wife as Community Property to an 
Undivided 10% interest. 



Beverly Hills home as being held by Harry as Trustee of the MFT was entered.  Days later, May 

24, 2004, Lee’s ex-wife Marylin Mansdorf sued Harry Mansdorf, Rufus Rhoades and 

Giacomazza, Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BC316011, Marilyn Mansdorf v. Rufus 

Rhoades, et al.  Her claim was that Lee left her money, but Rufus, Giacomazza and Harry 

Mansdorf were keeping her from it. 

Judge Irving S. Feffer presided over the case, with only one other judicial officer 

involved: Judge Abraham S. Khan.  During this time, Giacomazza was purportedly able to enter 

the Mansdorf home at will and was alone was alone with Norman when he died that year.  

Giacomazza also fraudulently transferred the title to the Beverly Hills home and the Malibu 

Property in October of 2004. 

The Marylin Mansdorf case progressed for two years.   

Rufus then informed McClanahan that he believed Lee had put her name on “some 

property”.  Percell then told McClanahan that the property she transferred to Harry was not 

worthless, and had actually been sold by Harry for $600,000.  Further, that Lee left McClanahan 

$500,000 and money for a new car in his will. 

Obviously Lee’s will was probated in BP 084500, and a copy was on file.  He did not 

leave McClanahan any money. 

On December 18, 2006, McClanahan filed an unverified complaint against Harry 

individually and as Trustee of the MFT, Norman and Mildred, seeking damages, claiming fraud, 

deceit, breach of fiduciary duty, and intentional infliction of emotional distress.  Harry was still 

in litigation on the Marylin Mansdorf case, actively represented by counsel, and still being 

abused by Giacomazza. 

The complaint claimed: 1) Harold Mansdorf convinced McClanahan to deed unimproved 

real property she owned over to “Harry Mansdorf, Trustee of the Lee Mansdorf Family Trust 

dated July 13, 2001, by stating the property was “worthless” and would be sold simply to pay for 

death taxes stemming from Lee’s passing; 2) Harry really sold the property for $600,000; 3) 

statements from outside sources, (individuals named Rufus Rhoades and Richard Percell) were 

the basis for McClanahan’s claims; 4) Rhoades’ claimed McClanahan’s name “was on some 

property;” and 5) Percell’s claimed Lee left McClanahan money his Will.   

The fact statement alleged the land was sold for $600,000, but no specific amount was 

claimed in the prayer, simply damages according to proof,  



The deed submitted with the complaint was not a copy of the deed from the county 

recorder’s office.  Rather, it was an unrecorded forgery of that deed.  It literally did not have a 

recorder’s stamp on it, contains two extra pages of legal descriptions, and the notary stamp and 

signature were moved from the first page, below the signature, to the last page all by itself.  The 

forgery is painfully obvious. 

On that basis alone, this unrecorded deed should never have been considered sufficient 

evidence for McClanahan’s counsels, Thomas Cacciatore and Timothy Sottile to base the civil 

complaint on initially, nor Judge Shook to later grant judgment upon.    

The complaint facts and allegations reference both “Harold” and “Harry” Mansdorf, (the 

same individual).  Not a single fact in the complaint is related to Mildred or Norman Mansdorf in 

any way.  Yet the suit named, (and McClanahan sought default against) Harold, Mildred and 

Norman Mansdorf, along with their family trust.   

1400 acres in Ventura County/Malibu, California, 1000 acres in La Tuna Canyon, 1000 

acres in Glendale and a large home in Beverly Hills, all free and clear of bank loans or liens, 

comprised the majority of the Trust assets.  Pretty simple to see why Norman, Mildred and the 

trust were sued now. 

At this same time, Giacomazza was in the height of his fraud and elder abuse against 

Harry, and Harry was dealing with the lawsuit from Marylin Mansdorf.  Both Harry’s siblings 

were deceased and Giacomazza was alone with both when their “deaths” occurred – Norman in 

2004, Mildred in 2007.  As a side note, this fact was so disturbing to the Court of Appeals that 

they highlighted it during oral argument and in the unpublished opinion in the later appeal in the 

Giacomazza case.  Still no murder investigation. 

Going back to service of McClanahan’s complaint, McClanahan’s process server, 

Gregory Garret, claims he called out to “Harold,” a man answered, and he served him, along 

with sub-serving Mildred.  No service for Norman was attempted. 

That “man” was not Harry Mansdorf, as Harry would have corrected the “Harold,” and 

would have informed the process server his sister Mildred was dead.  Harry Mansdorf executed a 

declaration under penalty of perjury that he was not served the complaint.   

Giacomazza posed as “Harold” Mansdorf when Mr. Garret served McClanahan’s 

summons and complaint, and Giacomazza prevented Harry from receiving the same.   



The discrepancies in the process server’s description compared to the driver’s license of 

Harry support this fact.  The abhorrent facts of the civil case for fraud and elder abuse by Harry 

against Mr. Giacomazza and others explained by Division One of the Second Appellate District, 

in Case No. B22759, (which the lower court took judicial notice of), support this fact.   

A visual inspection of the “RETURN TO SENDER ADDRESSEE UNKNOWN” label 

on the request for default package matching Giacomazza’s writing on deeds of MFT property 

from Harry to Giacomazza which Judge Palmer and the Court of Appeals deemed a pure product 

of fraud and elder abuse further support this fact.  An expert handwriting analysis is in progress 

now. 

Since there was no amount demanded in the complaint, Cacciatore and Sottile thought to 

draft a statement of damages, demanding $1,000,000 in general; $1,000,000 in special, and 

$10,000,000 in punitive damages, all based upon the allegation Harry tricked McClanahan into 

transferring property from herself to Harry for no money, then he sold the property for $600,000. 

Mr. Garrett then claimed to attempt service of the Statement of Damages at the Beverly 

Hills home a total of fourteen (14) separate times between June 6, 2007, and July 14, 2007 - all 

to no avail. 

At this time, Giacomazza was still abusing wheelchair-bound Harry.   

Now Janice McClanahan, Thomas Cacciatorie and Timothy Sottile tell Judge Feffer that 

Garret repeatedly tried to serve Harry Mansdorf the statement of damages at his home, but could 

not do so.  They claimed Garret was unable to serve the statement of damages on Harry as the 

summons and complaint were claimed served, (in person).  No attempt was made to mail the 

statement of damages to Harry’s home. 

July 24, 2007, Cacciatore and Sottile then filed an “ex parte” application for an order 

allowing them to “publish” the statement of damages.  Judge Feffer granted the order.  At the 

same time, Harry was in Feffer’s Court, (Department 51) on the Marylin Mansdorf v. Harry 

Mansdorf, et al., case, LASC Case No. BC316011, actively represented. 

Cacciatore and Sottile completed such publication in the Metropolitan Newspaper – a 

legal news-letter with circulation of about 1,700 at the time, (2,000 now).  California law 

requires publication be in a paper most likely to provide actual notice.  A paper with a circulation 

of 1,700, uncirculated in the actual city where Harry lived is not a paper most likely to provide 

actual notice.   



The hearing for the default was then continued twice, with Judge Feffer expressly 

“waiving notice" to Harry both times of each continuance.  Three judges then worked the 

halfback option trick-play to get around local rules, get the case to the judge they wanted, and to 

reach judgment as follows: 

At default judgment time, Judge Feffer (the quarterback) was “absent from the bench”.  

Judge Argento (the running back), stepped in and immediately recused himself for being “best 

friends” with Sottile and Sottile’s Father, (LASC 30-year-sitting Judge, Bruce Sottile.)  AFTER 

Argento recused himself, by “agreement of the court,” (meaning agreement of the recused 

Argento and Judge Shook), the case was transferred to Judge Shook in Department 53 (the 

receiver).   

LASC Local Rule required Argento to refer the case to the Presiding Judge or the Default 

Department for reassignment, not pass the case to Judge Shook “by agreement of the court” after 

recusing himself for being best friends with counsel for the Plaintiff seeking default judgment of 

$12 million, with $10 million in punitive damages. 

Judge Shook then accepted the unrecorded, forged deed on its face, accepted the claims 

in the complaint, did not review any net worth information of Harry or Mildred, (because none 

was submitted), and entered judgment for the one million in special, one million in general and 

ten million in punitive – grossly exceeding the 9 times compensatory rate set by the U.S. 

Supreme Court.  The hearing transcript is literally two pages, with Shook TWICE asking Sottile 

if he wanted him to sign this judgment – Yes your honor was the reply each time. 

Judge Shook has since retired and now works with Sottile’s father, Bruce Sottile, as a 

consultant at Alternative Resolution Center, (“ARC”).   

In April of 2008, Sottile recorded an abstract of the judgment.  The county recorder sent a 

copy to Harry Mansdorf’s Beverly Hills home, and that was when he first learned of the 

McClanahan case. 

Harry hired and paid Attorney Ari Lorin Markow specifically to set the default judgment 

aside.  Instead, attorney Markow engaged in settlement discussions, made an $8,000,000 offer to 

McClanahan in early 2009.  Harry was unaware of Markow’s dilatory and unauthorized actions, 

as he was now a crucial point in his case against Giacomazza. 

When Markow presented this offer to Harry in ___ of 2009, Markow was fired.  At that 

time, Paul Orloff was representing Harry.  Orloff was overwhelmed with the Marylin Mansdorf 



and Giacomazza cases, and Attorney John C. Torjesen was hired.  He too, was caught up in the 

Marylin Mansdorf and Giacomazza cases, further proceeding to attempt to intervene in the 

Pacific Coast Lessor case, LASC Case No. ___ - but the attorneys did not move to set the 

fraudulent judgment aside. 

Torjesen then refused to file for judgment to quiet title, insistent upon seeking a monetary 

judgment against Torjesen.  Harry fired Torjesen, hired Attorney Robert Mullen, and Mullen and 

Orloff then sought and obtained judgment Quieting the Title to the Beverly Hills home and the 

Malibu Property on January 6, 2010.   

On January 21, 2010, Mullen filed the first C.C.P. §473(d) motion arguing: 1) service 

rules were being complied with; 2) the judgment was void because it exceeded the amount in the 

complaint; 3) Harry had no notice; 4) the Statement of Damages was facially defective; and 5) 

the wrongful reassignment of the case to Judge Shook;.  Mullen and Orloff also filed a 

Malpractice suit against Markow for engaging in settlement rather than setting the default aside, 

but that was dismissed on statute of limitations grounds –Mullen and old counsel Orloff sued 

Markow two days past the one year deadline. 

Judge Kahn denied Mullen’s C.C.P. §473(d)  motion, claiming the judgment was not 

void due to the damage amount, and the proper remedy was to reduce the judgment to that 

claimed in the complaint – yet no reduction was made.  Judge Kahn also refused to rule upon the 

judicial disqualification issue by stating the motion should have been brought before the claimed 

disqualified judge, Judge Shook as he was available and sitting in an adjacent courtroom.  89 

year old Harry did not know this, but his hired counsel Mullen and Orloff should have. 

After denial, Harry counsel appealed only a few of the issues, and at oral argument, 

counsel Howard Bromberg of Quinn, Emmanuel, Urquhart and Sullivan, LLP, waived the issue 

of the publication of the statement of damages not being in compliance with C.C.P. 415.050(b) – 

not being in a paper most likely to provide actual notice – much to the chagrin of Justice Mosk.   

The Appellate Court then held service by publication of the Statement of Damages 

proper, (not addressing compliance or non-compliance with C.C.P. 415.050(b), and deemed the 

motion untimely under C.C.P. §473.5(a).  Further, the damages awarded in the judgment did not 

exceed the amount requested in the complaint because they were specified in the statement of 

damages, which was properly served, and C.C.P. section 425.10, subdivision (b) prohibited 

specifically pleading the personal injury and punitive damages.  No objection was raised to the 



classification of the emotional distress, breach of fiduciary duty as “personal injury” claims – 

something necessarily done by this ruling. 

Because hired counsel from the Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan, LLP, Mr. Howard 

Bromberg just waived the most crucial issue on appeal, Mr. Gonzalez though it prudent to 

dismiss the appeal prior to the issuance of a remitter.  Mr. Gonzalez is not an attorney, has had 

no legal training, and like Harry, was at the mercy of his hired counsel.   

Harry’s next counsel, Kevin MacNamara, Esq., then engaged McClanahan’s counsel.  

MacNamara’s interactions resulted in McClanahan’s counsel issuing MacNamara materially 

false statements, along with explanations of McClanahan’s actions which were actual admissions 

of potential criminal activity by McClanahan herself.  This was all done to further McClanahan’s 

counsels’ attempts to explain the legal basis for counsel to bring suit on obviously false claims, 

incompetent evidence, (the unrecorded deed).   

It was at this time the fraud surrounding Rhoades and Percell’s 1996 and 2003 actions 

and facts proving McClanahan never owned any property in the unrecorded deed submitted or 

the un-submitted deed recorded were discovered - meaning the recorded deed was also false.  

MacNamara and other current counsel of Harry then moved for an order declaring the judgment 

“void” due to Thomas Cacciatorie, Timothy Sottile, Rufus Rhoades and Richard Percell all 

committing fraud upon the court, extrinsic fraud, violating Harry Mansdorf’s due process rights, 

and the transfer from Judge Argento, (who recused himself) to Judge Shook violated LA 

Superior Court Local Rules, leaving Judge Shook without the judicial authority to enter default.  

This last claim was ignored, all the other claims were denied, and the case went to the appellate 

courts again. 

The response from McClanahan’s counsel: “Had Mansdorf actively litigated this case any 

instances of alleged fraud would have been discovered”.   We stole it fair and square through the 

courts and you are out of time to argue – a miscarriage of justice and manifest injustice of the 

worst sort.   

With all the facts considered as a whole rather than in separate vacuums, the entire 

“publication” process of the statement of damages was clearly intentionally designed.  

Completion of the publication in an obscure paper with a circulation of 2000 in the Los Angeles 

now appears insidiously motivated to do what it did: prevent Harry from timely responding to 

the $12,000,000 statement – extrinsic fraud. 



On appeal, the issues of lack of jurisdiction, fraud upon the court, violation of due 

process, extrinsic fraud, abuse of discretion, lack of jurisdiction, actions of Rhoades, Percell and 

Giacomazza were all raised.  The Court of Appeals classified the appeal as Harry’s attempts to 

avoid the statute of limitations in one manner or another, but each of his contentions lacks merit.   

The court ruled the proof of service claim waived because it was not included in prior 

appeal - Res judicata.  The jurisdictional issues based on defects in service were ruled time 

barred because the underlying defects in service issues were time barred, and no authority was 

submitted showing the lower court was required to decide jurisdiction on the record. 

Further, that all claims of extrinsic fraud are intrinsic, but without any discussion on the 

publication being in a paper not most likely to provide actual notice constituting extrinsic fraud.  

Finally, based upon the denial of all other argument, due process violation could have occurred 

from the issues claimed either. 

These are the true facts in this case.  These are the circumstances.  The entirety of such, 

the previous rulings, the apparent confusion regarding how to apply C.C.P. 415.050(b), the gross 

miscarriages of justice which have occurred, the gross violations of due process for now 

deceased Harry and then deceased Mildred constitute a blight upon the entirety of our judicial 

system which cannot be left to stand and form the basis for this Complaint in Equity. 

First Unpublished appeal decision: 

http://www.leagle.com/decision/In%20CACO%2020111021021.xml 

Second Unpublished appeal decision: 

http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/nonpub/B243390.PDF 

Short Timeline: 
 

2003 – Fake Grant deed from McClanahan to Harry 
2004 – Abuse of Harry, Mildred and Norman begins by Giacomazza 
2004 – Giacomazza transfers title to Beverly Hills and Malibu 
2004 – Marylin Mansdorf sues, Judge Feffer presiding 
2006 – False statements from Rufus and Percell to incite McClanahan 
2006 – Civil complaint filed by Cacciatore and Sottile for McClanahan, no specific amount of 

money demanded, Judge Feffer presiding 
2006 – Complaint allegedly personally served upon Harry and sub-served on Mildred 
2007 – Publication of statement of damages 
2008 – Feffer, Argento and Shook half-back pass play – Default judgment of $12 million 
2008 – Harry learns of the judgement 
2008 – Markow hired to vacate judgment and instead tries to settle the case 
2009 – Markow fired 

http://www.leagle.com/decision/In%20CACO%2020111021021.xml
http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/nonpub/B243390.PDF


2009 – Mullen and Orloff represent Harry against Giacomazza 
2010 – First motion to vacate the judgment 
2010 – Malpractice suit against Markow, past the 1 year, demurrer sustained without leave to 

amend – Markow gets away. 
2012 – Second motion to vacate the judgment 
2012 – Judgment used to force the sheriff’s sale of the Beverly Hills mansion 
2014 – Judgment attempted to be used to force the sale of Malibu (still pending) 
2015 – Complaint in equity to vacate the judgment (would like to file ASAP). 
 

The Players: 
Michele Giacomazza 

• Self-proclaimed mob affiliate sent in by Moriarty to murder Mildred and Norman, then 
steal the Mansdorf property from Harry.   

• Is believed to have murdered Norman Mansdorf and Mildred Mansdorf. 
• Is believed to have threatened to kill Judge Palmer, or at least have the threat transmitted 

to the courthouse.   
• Turned on Moriarty and transferred the Beverly Hills home and Malibu to himself and his 

daughter, his daughter then took out a $2.5M loan from Chevy Chase Bank against the 
house.   

• Abused Harry Mansdorf between 2004 and 2008, during the time Mr. Mansdorf was 
being sued by McClanahan.   

• Posed as Mr. Mansdorf, received the McClanahan summons and compliant and kept such 
from Mr. Mansdorf.   

• He may have also kept other mail from Mr. Mansdorf regarding the suit, if in fact said 
mail was ever delivered by Attorney Sottile and Cacciatorie 

Harry Mansdorf   
• Next Brother, Settlor of the Trust, First Successor Trustee of the Trust.   
• Passed away August 27, 2012. 

Mildred Mansdorf   
• Oldest Sister, Settlor of the Trust 
• Believed to have been murdered by Michele Giacomazza in March 2007. 

Norman Mansdorf  
• Next Brother 
• Believed to have been murdered by Michele Giacomazza in February 2004. 

Attorney Ari Lorin Markow, Esq., SBN: 186342 
• Hired specifically to set McClanahan’s $12 million dollar default judgment aside.   
• Mr. Mansdorf was in court dealing with another matter at the time, (the Giacomazza 

case) and Markow proceeded to talk settlement for months, resulting in the expiration of 
Mr. Mansdorf’s six-month time to set the default aside.   

• Markow was fired, and then Attorney Paul Orloff and Bromberg focused on the 
Giacomazza case for Mr. Mansdorf until the time to go after Markow had expired.   

• Once the time was up, they sued Markow and Markow defeated the malpractice lawsuit 
on statute of limitations grounds.  That’s how Markow got away. 

Attorney John Robert Mullen, Esq., SBN: 137271 
• Attorney on the 473(b) motion to vacate McClanahan Judgment.   



• Failed to argue extrinsic fraud, equity, a void judgment and jurisdictional issues. 
Attorney Paul Orloff, Esq., 

• Been on and off in the case for 5 years now.   
• Represented Harry Mansdorf on the §473(d) motion and representing Mrs. Mansdorf and 

Mr. Gonzalez, co-executors of Harry Mansdorf’s estate, on the appeal of the same still 
pending.   

• Represented/Representing Mr. Gonzalez on the Unlawful Detainer Case, (Alta v. 
Gonzalez and Mansdorf); the Defamation of Title case, (Gonzalez v. Alta); the Torjesen 
case, (Torjesen v. Harry Mansdorf, et al); the Quiet Title case now pending in Ventura 
County, (County Line v. Gonzalez); on the 473(d) appeal of the McClanahan Default 
Judgment and filed a Declaration requesting the criminal prosecution of Howard 
Weinberg;  

• Is willing to file another declaration against Janice McClanahan and others.   
• Attorney Orloff holds intimate knowledge of the intricacies of this case.   
• Attorney Orloff failed to appeal the ruling on the third party claim, failed to move to set 

either of the Sheriff’s Sales aside, and has missed two key appeal deadlines.   
• He has left the country four separate times while serious proceedings were taking place, 

and during each of those instances, issues arose in the active cases pending. 
Attorney John C. Torjesen, Esq., SBN141664 

• Attorney for Harry Mansdorf individually and as Trustee on the Quiet Title/Fraud case 
against Michele Giacomazza.   

• Later got the $2M bonus, then used that to get a $2M arbitration award, confirmed in 
Superior Court during his lawsuit against Harry, Jaime, Paul Orloff and Bromberg.  
Torjesen’s judgment was “conditional”.   

• He could only collect when development began and a loan was taken against the 
property, the property was sold, or the Trust’s interests in the property was transferred.   

• Torjesen then claimed the Joint Ventura Agreement and Joint Tenancy Grant Deed5 was 
a transfer of the property to Mr. Gonzalez, thus he began enforcement of his judgment.   

• However, when Mr. Gonzalez, (through Attorney Etingoff) filed the third party claim, 
Torjesen moved to and successfully defeated the claim.   

• Necessarily this defeated Torjesen’s claim a condition of his conditional judgment had 
been satisfied – the property never transferred to Mr. Gonzalez as claimed in Torjesen’s 
notice to begin enforcement.   

• Torjesen failed to record an abstract in Ventura County, yet still obtained the issuance of 
a Writ of Execution from Los Angeles County Superior Court to the Ventura County 
Sheriff in September – a month after Harry Mansdorf died.   

• Then the Sheriff recorded that writ in an effort to evidence a “levy” of the Malibu 
property.  Obviously such claimed levy is “void”.  Worse, the writ only named 34 parcels 
of property, without providing a single legal description of any property.   

• The notice of sale was the same, as was the issued Sheriff’s Deed.  In response to the 
§850 petition and Probate Code §859 claims of double damages, Torjesen filed a 

                                                            
5 With Harry Mansdorf as Trustee on one side, and Harry Mansdorf individually and Mr. 
Gonzalez individually on the other side. 



demurrer rather than admit he unlawfully proceeded under the Enforcement of Judgments 
Law rather than submitting to the Probate Code and Trust Administration.   

• More telling, Torjesen is literally waiving the $1.5M left on his judgment after receiving 
only $500K – where is Mr. Torjesen getting paid from then?  The Malibu property, if 
they manage to complete their theft of it, perhaps? 

Attorney Daniel Howard Bromberg, Esq., SBN: 242659 
• Attorney on the appeal of the 473(b) motion to vacate McClanahan Judgment.   
• Waived a crucial issue at oral argument regarding the publication’s requirement of being 

most likely to give actual notice to the party being served” to ensure Mr. Mansdorf lost 
the case.  

• The Appellate Court Judge Mosk felt compelled to write a separate opinion expressing 
that he believed Harry Mansdorf’s constitutional rights had been violated. 

Attorney Kevin MacNamara, Esq., SBN: 279691 
• Lawyer for Harry Mansdorf’s RICO case and on the 473(d) motion to vacate 

McClanahan Judgment.   
• He filed the ex parte §473(d) which was summarily denied for failure to provide notice 

per statute.   
• Provided a sworn declaration regarding the criminal activity of Attorney Sottile, 

Cacciatorie and Marcus, and the potentially criminal activity of Attorney Rhoades and 
Mr. Richard Percell.   

• He has expressed an interest in filing an Amicus Curae brief in the Appellate Court, but 
he also misread the application of an intervening holiday as not being counted in the time 
to file a reconsideration, and blew the deadline to file such on the Defamation of title case 
against Alta. 

Attorney Rufus Von Thulen Rhoades, SBN 32998 
• Prominent tax attorney 
• Passed the bar number in 1962 
• Mansdorf Family Trust attorney between 1980 and 2003.   
• He knew Moriarty was Brukman, utilized his legal ability to maintain the Del Rio 

Development, Inc., fraud in several different courts for over a decade.   
• The entire time, he was plotting and working to steal Trust money and assets.   
• Main culprit behind the 1996 theft of $850k and the entire La Tuna Canyon property.   
• Main culprit behind the complete theft of Pacific Coast Lessor, Inc., and all its assets. 

Richard Percell 
• Long-time associate of Lee Mansdorf who was supposed to be securing the entitlements 

in La Tuna for Lee Mansdorf.   
• Instead, he acted as Agent for Whitebird, (together with Attorney Rhoades), and assisted 

in the theft of the La Tuna Property by Whitebird, and thereafter entitled the property for 
Whitebird. 

• He is still the principle of Whitebird and the moving force behind the 650 acre 
transfer/218 home development agreement in La Tuna Canyon. 

Janice McClanahan 
• Alleged 20 year girlfriend of Lee Mansdorf; Grantee on the Keith Card 1988 Grant Deed; 

Grantor on the first Duke Development Agreement. 



• Grantor on the 2003 Grant Deed to Harry Mansdorf, Trustee of the Lee Mansdorf Family 
Revocable Trust, dated July 2001.   

• Plaintiff on the $12M default judgment against Harry.   
• Judgment Creditor who forced the sale of the Beverly Hills mansion.   
• Judgment Creditor attempting to force the sale of all of Malibu even after Attorney 

Torjesen purportedly already sold it to County Line Holdings, LLC, (Howard Weinberg).  
Subject of the current affidavits and search for title expert.   

• Affidavits requesting her criminal prosecution are drafted. 
Thomas Cacciatore, Esq. 

• Attorney for Janice McClanahan during her 12M default judgment lawsuit, committed 
fraud upon the Court in pressing the obviously fraudulent deed and publishing in a 
minimally circulated paper to ensure Mr. Mansdorf never learned of the suit.   

• Potentially was working with Michele Giacomazza at the time, as Giacomazza acted as 
Harry Mansdorf, received McClanahan’s summons and complaint, and kept it from Mr. 
Mansdorf.   

• Attorney Cacciatorie is listed on the first abstract of judgment recorded in Los Angeles.   
• He fought the 473(b) motion to set aside the default judgment and fought the 473(d) 

motion to vacate a void judgment, wherein it was stated that if Mr. Mansdorf had actively 
litigated, any instances of alleged fraud, “would have been discovered.”   

• Attorney Cacciatorie is still attempting to steal the property in Malibu using the 
fraudulent judgment, and still fighting on the appeal of the 473(d) appeal. 

Timothy B. Sottile, Esq. 
• Attorney for Janice McClanahan during her 12M default judgment lawsuit with Attorney 

Cacciatorie.   
• He signed the original McClanahan complaint, requested the $12M Default, requested the 

Order for Publication of the Statement of Damages, and submitted multiple declarations 
from himself.   

• His actions mirror Attorney Cacciatorie above, but Attorney Sottile is on the second 
Abstract of judgment which added in “The Mansdorf Family Revocable Trust” as an 
entity who received service of the Abstract.   

• This was an attempt to steal more trust property in Malibu.  His father and judge Shook 
currently work together as mediators with ARC. 

David M. Marcus, Esq. 
• Attorney hired by Sottile and Cacciatorie to enforce the 12M default judgment of Janice 

McClanahan, was doing so, but at the time Attorney Kevin MacNamara spoke with him, 
Attorney Marcus had still never spoken to McClanahan.   

• Attorney Marcus is married to Judge Mary H. Strobel, and further filed the Declaration in 
support of Motion for Order to Sell the Beverly Hills Home.   

• Later, Strobel ruled the defamation of title case against the Sheriff’s Sale purchaser by 
Mr. Gonzalez and the Unlawful Detainer case by the Sheriff’s Sale purchaser against Mr. 
Gonzalez were NOT related.   

• Mr. Gonzalez then learned she was married to Attorney Marcus, moved for her to recuse 
herself, and Judge Strobel then recused herself.  But her ruling stood, and the Sheriff’s 
Sale Attorney Marcus orchestrated, (which both he and Judge Strobel profited from) was 
upheld.  Marcus has since removed himself from the case. 



Judge Irving S. Feffer 
• Presided over the following cases involving Mansdorf: 

a. LASC Case No. BC316011, Marylin Mansdorf v. Rufus Rhoades, et al. 
b. LASC Case No. BC363659, McClanahan v. Harold Mansdorf, et al. 

• At least 5/1/2007 to 12/10/2007.   
• Granted Order to Publish Statement of Damages 7/24/2007 – while he was still presiding 

in the Marylin Mansdorf case and viewed Harry Mansdorf, represented by counsel, 
repeatedly daily.   

• Ordered no notice be sent to Harry Mansdorf regarding the two continuances of the 
default hearing. 

Judge Phillip J. Argento 
• Second judge on McClanahan.   
• Stepped in due to Feffer being unavailable for unknown reasons.  Recused himself 

because him and Sottile’s dad are “best friends,” then passed the case to Judge Shook “by 
agreement of the court,” when Court Rules in Los Angeles required a transfer to the 
Presiding Judge or the Default Department.   

• After recusing himself, he was no longer able to make any judicial “agreements”. 
(Retired) Judge John P. Shook 

• Third Judge on McClanahan who wrongfully agreed with Judge Argento that he should 
get the case.   

• Judge Shook actually entered the 12M Default Judgment, with $10M in punitive 
damages, with the fake deed presented as the evidentiary basis.   

• The transcript reveals no questioning regarding the factual or evidentiary support for the 
damage award.   

• Shook retired in 2011 and now works as a mediator at ARC alongside Timothy B. 
Sottile’s father, Bruce J. Sottile. 

Judge Abraham Kahn 
• Fourth Judge on McClanahan 
• Denied the 473(b) motion 3/15/2010.   
• In part, his ruling wrongfully relied upon Evidence Code § 647 to say the process server’s 

claims of personal service of the summons and complaint were presumptively correct. 
• Wrongfully because the process server was not registered and therefore not covered 

under § 647.   
• Wrongfully because this led to Judge Kahn assuming jurisdiction rather than deciding 

jurisdiction as he was required to do.   
• Judge Kahn denied the ex parte 473(d) motion 5/9/2012.   
• Upon the motion of McClanahan’s next attorney, David M. Marcus, Judge Kahn Granted 

McClanahan’s “Order to Sell” the Beverly Hills home.   
• Finally, Judge Kahn denied the ex parte application to stop the sale.   

Judge Matthew St. George 
• Fifth Judge on McClanahan 
• Denied the ex parte application to vacate the 12M default judgment on 5/9/2012. 

Judge Carolyn B. Kuhl 



• Sixth Judge on McClanahan – denied motion to set aside all void orders under 473(d) on 
6/21/2012.   

• Claimed all the fraud was “intrinsic” and therefore it should have been litigated before.  
Ignored the arguments the Shook was judicially disqualified.   

• Claimed no due process violations occurred and the court was not required to prove it had 
decided jurisdiction.  

• Reassigned the case 7/9/2012. 
 
 

Relevant Portion of Justice Mosk’s concurring opinion: 

The Judicial Council comment to Code of Civil Procedure section 415.50 states, "Section 415.50 
provides a method for effecting service upon a defendant whose whereabouts are unknown and 
who has no known fixed location where service can be otherwise effected in a manner specified 
in this article." (Italics added.) Those requirements were not met here because defendant's 
address was known to plaintiff. It would seem that service by mail under these circumstances 
would be constitutionally required. (See Mennonite Board of Missions v. Adams (1983) 462 
U.S. 791, 800.) As our Supreme Court has stated, service by publication should be "utilized only 
as a last resort." (Watts v. Crawford (1995) 10 Cal.4th 743, 749, fn. 5.) 

Our Supreme Court has also stated, "If a defendant's address is ascertainable, a method of service 
superior to publication must be employed . . . ." (Watts v. Crawford, supra, 10 Cal.4th at p. 749, 
fn. 5.) But the court did not specify whether more than one superior method must be used. Aside 
from personal service, other such means could be by mail pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 
sections 415.20, subdivision (b) and 415.30. 

Plaintiff made diligent efforts to serve defendant personally under Code of Civil Procedure 
section 415.10. Plaintiff's investigator did not assert he attempted to effect substituted service 
under Code of Civil Procedure section 415.20, subdivision (b) or by mail under Code of Civil 
Procedure section 415.30. Because the statute, as literally read, specifies that just another method 
of service be attempted and not multiple methods, I am reluctant to interpret the statute as 
defendant suggests, even though I believe that such an interpretation would lead to a fairer result. 

I also have concerns that there was no showing that the publication here was a newspaper 
most likely to give the defendant actual notice, as seemingly required by Code of Civil 
Procedure section 415.50, subdivision (b). It is a fiction that publication can give actual notice. 
(See Watts v. Crawford, supra, 10 Cal.4th at p. 749, fn. 5 ["`it is generally recognized that 
service by publication rarely results in actual notice'"].) This being so, perhaps it does not matter 
what the publication because no publication is likely to give a party actual notice. The provision 
for service by publication originally was enacted in 1872 as section 412 of the then Code of Civil 
Procedure. Perhaps in those days, there were a few widely read publications, so that such a 
publication might give notice. That is not true today. The practice seems to be that there is no 



requirement to show likelihood of actual notice from a publication. Whatever the requirement, 
appellant seemed to abandon at oral argument any contention concerning the showing of 
this requirement. 

These are issues that deserve further clarification, either by the Legislature or the courts. 


